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ABSTRACT
Concept generation in the early design phase is a deciding factor in any design innovation process. And the magnitude of the concepts generated in the initial design phase is the measurable criteria for success. Experienced designers travel through their world of objects, observations, encoded information, and collection of prior experiences to externalize multiple concepts through different tools. However, novice designers experience difficulties exploring the problem space and fixate on the concepts with the initial features. Researchers suggested many formal tools or methods for concept generation in the early phases of design to overcome these issues. Many of these are difficult to use by novice designers and many of these are very generic to product design. This paper discusses a concept generation tool for novice furniture designers ‘Design Heuristics for Furniture Design’ (DHfFD) with special emphasis on the chair, which has been developed from the study and analysis of award-winning furniture (chair) and published compendium of well-known, successful designs. To understand how the DHfFD cards are perceived by novice designers in use, the tool was introduced in a furniture design course, and a qualitative study was performed with novice design students at the Department of Design, IIT Guwahati. It is observed from the study that the DHfFD tool helps to generate diverse concepts within a short duration of time. This research integrates design tools and cognition in design; accordingly, it recommends using ‘Design Heuristics for Furniture Design’ (DHfFD) in a furniture design course.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Research expounds that frequent unwanted design innovation project dissolution occurs at two points [1]: a) after concept generation and selection process, b) after the market introduction. Therefore, concept generation in the divergent phase of the creative problem-solving process has a decisive influence on the success of any innovation [2] [3], and statistically, the success of the concept generation is significantly co-related to the quantity of the concepts generated [4]. Although researchers proposed several formal methods [5], existing methods have the following issues: 1) unstructured or intuitive [6], 2) difficulty in acquisition [7], 3) difficulty in assessing the concepts [8], 4) lack of validation [9]. An empirical investigation shows that analogical problem solving [10], which is assisted by the solutions from past problems, is an effective tool for scaffolding in design education [11]. Thus, heuristics is a widely accepted tool for concept generation [12], as these are developed based on the principle of analogical problem-solving. The above factor motivated many researchers to develop heuristics for concept generation. Existing heuristics are industrial and product design-oriented and not much support for furniture designers specifically. This research discusses the impact of the tool DHfFD on novice designers.

2 AIM AND OBJECTIVE
Previous research related to the effectiveness of the different heuristics observed successful concept generation with heuristics. As the developed tool is from a completely different domain, it is thus necessary to confirm the impact and perception of the developed tool in practice. The research aims to investigate the tool’s performance during concept generation and to understand how the tool is perceived. To achieve the desired aim, the tool was introduced in a furniture design course and a qualitative study was performed with novice design students at the Department of Design, IIT Guwahati, India.
3 HEURISTICS IN DESIGN

The heuristic is described in the literature as a rule of thumb, cognitive short-cut, engineering strategy, cognitive problem-solving tool, etc. A heuristic is defined as “a context-dependent directive, based on intuition, tacit knowledge, or experiential understanding, that provides design process direction to increase the likelihood of reaching a satisfactory but not necessarily optimal solution” [13]. Notwithstanding the limitation, heuristics are well accepted, as they help in divergent thinking. The existing heuristic approaches in design research are SCAMPER [14], TRIZ [15], SYNECTICS [16], 77 Design heuristics [17], Design heuristics for additive manufacturing [18], Transformation design theory [19], Portability design heuristics [20], Design heuristics set for assistive product design [21], Design aesthetic heuristics [22], Design heuristics for innovative packaging [23], Heuristics in ergonomic design of portable control devices for elderly [24] and new design heuristics for digital era [25] etc.

4 DESIGN HEURISTICS FOR FURNITURE DESIGN

The design heuristics above can be categorized into two [21]: 1) Comprehensive Design Heuristics (CDHs), which do not have any pre-specified purposes and may be useful across all design domains; example: TRIZ, 77 Design Heuristics, 2) Design heuristics for X, which do have pre-specified purposes and are useful in domain-specific problems; example: Design heuristics for assistive product design, Design heuristics for additive manufacturing. As there are no heuristics available for furniture design, in a previous work a collection of 66 heuristics were developed [26], which fall under the category of Design heuristics for X. The research was focused on the second category and the developed tool is called Design Heuristics for Furniture Design (DHfFD), which emphasizes chair design. The collection of heuristics was developed based on extensive study and analysis of existing furniture (chair) design analogy from Design award repertoire, published compendium, catalogue of leading furniture manufacturers, and online design magazines. The existing pieces of furniture were grouped as suggested in the K-J method based on the form & structure and special features. Analysis and heuristic extraction of each group has been done, as indicated in literature [27].

5 EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

5.1 Research Question

This research seeks to understand the effect of DHfFD on creative idea generation by novice designers in a furniture design course and sought to answer the following research questions:

1) Does using DHfFD result in more innovative furniture designs?
2) How do novice designers perceive DHfFD in use?

5.2 Participants

A total of 28 novice designers participated in the study from undergraduate and postgraduate design courses with no prior experience in furniture design and no idea about DHfFD.

5.3 Method

In this study, a longitudinal research approach was adopted. The same group of novice designers generated ideas before and after the introduction of the tool Design heuristics for furniture design. The main reason behind adopting a longitudinal research approach was to confirm the treatment effect on participants and register changes in individual participants.

The experiment was conducted in four phases, as illustrated in Figure 1. The four phases are the control treatment phase, the experimental treatment phase, the survey phase, and the evaluation phase. The control treatment phase began by asking participants to generate solutions without any tool being given. Participants got 30 minutes to complete the task. A gap of 30 days was there between phase I and phase II to avoid the pre-treatment assessment’s effect on post-treatment. At the beginning of the experimental treatment phase, the DHfFD tool was introduced through a lecture. During the experimental treatment phase, students were asked to generate concepts within 30 minutes using DHfFD cards. In both phases I and II, the students were given an open-ended challenge and asked to produce as many ideas as possible in 30 minutes.

Brief: Design as many as possible indoor chairs for urban housing. There is no constraint of cost, material, and process.
In this study at the experimental treatment phase, a total of 12 DHIFD cards were introduced. The cards were selected randomly from a set of 66 heuristic cards set. On a two-sided 80 x 100 mm card, each heuristic was presented. Design heuristics cards for furniture design have the following content in each card as shown in Figure 2: design heuristic number, design heuristic name, an abstract representation of the design heuristic through illustration, design heuristic description, instructions for designers, real examples associated with the heuristics.

Cards were not provided one at a time, in a standard order, as it may restrict the flexible use of the tool in more than one manner, and it may also create a problem for future acquisition of the tool. They were given the liberty to use the cards the way they wanted. The given card list is shown in Table 1.

In phase III, the participants were asked to respond to a series of questions on a Likert scale from 1 to 5. One-to-one discussions with students were also arranged to gather suggestions and understand the reason behind their perspective towards the tool. The students were asked the following questions in Table 2.
Q2 How would you rate the appropriateness of the textual content of the tool? (1 = Very poor, 5 = Very good)

Q3 How would you rate the appropriateness of the visual content of the tool? (1 = Very poor, 5 = Very good)

Q4 How do you find the DHfFD for creative concept generation for chair design? (1 = Not effective, 5 = Very effective)

Q5 Was there a need for an explanation of any basic’s concepts during the application of the new tool? (1 = Quite always, 5 = Not at all)

Q6 Was the tool useful to understand the types of form and structure of chairs? (1 = Not effective, 5 = Very effective)

In phase IV, three coders were trained, and they evaluated the concepts generated in phase I and phase II based on the quantity, quality, novelty, and variety of ideas [28]. The coders also investigated the evidence of the use of DHfFD for the corresponding concepts generated by the participants in phase II. Coders were from the background of accessory design, applied arts, and architecture.

6 RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

6.1 Major Findings from Phase I

In phase I, 28 participants generated 140 concepts within a range of 3 to 12. The concepts generated at phase I without any technique/tool have the following issues: 1) indistinguishable concepts presented, 2) existing ideas presented with minor modification, and 3) impractical concepts presented. Some of the examples are shown in Figure 3. Students in the sophomore years lack understanding of the form and structure of furniture (chair), which might be the primary reason behind the indistinguishable concepts. Impractical concepts resulted from a lack of experience and exposure of the participants. The scenario necessitates domain-specific support to scaffold novice designers for creative concept generation. Nevertheless, this phenomenon is not valid for all participants.

![Figure 3. Concepts sketches from phase I](image)

6.2 Major Findings from Phase II

In phase II, 28 participants generated 294 concepts within a range of 4 to 20. The concepts at phase II are substantially improved in comparison to the concepts at phase I. Concepts with high novelty scores were observed when few participants combined more than one DHfFD card. Some examples of concepts with evident DHfFD heuristics are shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Example concepts with evident combined DHfFD heuristics from phase II](image)

The presence of heuristics is observed in maximum concepts. It is important to say, maximum concepts are novel and practically possible with minor modification.
6.3 Major Findings from Phase III

The coders compared the concepts generated in earlier phases and established the correlation between the number of concepts generated and the use of DHfFD cards. It is evident from the results and responses that the tool is helpful in creative concept generation and overall, the perspective of the students towards the DHfFD tool is positive, which reflects on the histograms of responses to the questions asked at phase III. The responses are visually summarized in Figure 5.

**Figure 5. Responses of the participants**

Along with the positive responses to the tool, a few invaluable pieces of feedback were registered at phase III during the discussion with the participants regarding the improvement of the tool. The following are the significant points that emerged from the conversation:

1. **Transformational principles**: Novice designers lack knowledge of transformational principles of the basic form and suggested the inclusion of cards with content related to transformational principles.
2. **Tool for a tool**: It is more important to refine concepts than the generation of concepts. If support is provided to make a prototype for the feasibility study, it would be helpful for beginning designers.
3. **Separation of citation of furniture**: Existing designs are influential and divert novice designers’ minds while using the card and suggestions received to separate the instruction card and citation cards.

7 RECOMMENDATION

The study on introducing Design Heuristics for Furniture Design (DHfFD) to novice designers shows that the tool helps to generate diverse and novel concepts. This research integrates design tools and cognition in design; accordingly, it recommends using DHfFD in a furniture design course.

8 CONCLUSIONS

This paper discusses the impact of the recently developed tool Design Heuristics for Furniture Design (DHfFD) on novice designers while introducing it in an elective course setting. Critical observations at the control treatment phase point out novice designers’ issues and necessitate domain-specific scaffolding. In conjunction with a controlled study, the tool was introduced in a course and the research indicates the tool stimulates novel and diverse concept generation. Questions and associated Likert-scale responses indicate a positive perception of the first introduction of the tool. Significant points that emerged from a conversation with the students are also the paper’s key contribution. The pedagogical approach, teaching with DHfFD would help furniture design education, as there is no support available for concept generation specific to furniture design. The research mitigates the challenges of novice designers in innovative concept generation and contributes to design education. Despite the limited sample size, the findings may be applicable to similar circumstances.
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